Example Beginning Farmer Business Plan

The goal of this document is to serve as a sample business plan for an early stage farm business.

In this example, the farmers are preparing to finance a new farm purchase. After leasing land and growing their markets for three years they are ready to start building equity through ownership and continue growing their diversified business on a larger property. They describe their expansion plans, new and existing market opportunities, and financial projections and strategies.

As is common for a new farm operation this plan reflects a couple of distinct challenges faced by beginning farmers. The land purchase would be quite challenging and require a very flexible lender due to relatively small amount of equity the couple has to secure their loans. Their post-purchase balance sheet indicates that with the land purchase they would have no remaining capacity to access additional funds. This is paired with somewhat optimistic projections which result in a very risky position for any farmer to be in.

Notice that this plan is clear and concise. Try to limit the plan to tangible, actionable ideas with concrete implementation steps and clear metrics of success. If you do include concepts or values make sure they are directly relevant to the core concepts of the plan. Your goal with a business plan is to demonstrate to yourself and others that you have a clear path to meeting your farm’s financial and production goals.

You should also take into account the intended audience of the plan. If the plan is intended for use in applying for financing it may be very different from a plan for internal strategic planning. If a lender is the intended audience, then more emphasis would be put on the financials demonstrating capacity and credibility. An internal plan may be more focused on detailed analyses and establishing a plan to meet long-term goals.
Business Plan Summary

Down in the Dirt Farm is a small-scale, diversified vegetable and livestock farm owned and operated by Phoebe and Taylor Dirt. They have operated the farm on leased land in central Vermont for the past three years. This business plan will serve as an operating guide for Down in the Dirt Farm as they purchase a new farm and grow their farm business.

In this document Taylor and Phoebe will address the following goals:

- Purchasing the new farm property in 2019.
- Developing a plan for farm transition to the new property including: capital investments, fertility and production improvements, and exploring new market opportunities.
- Growing the business to the point that they can both work full-time on-farm.

Key business strategies include: expanding their CSA, developing new and larger wholesale market streams for their vegetables and eggs, expanding their layer operation, and exploring value-added product potential with their peppers and tomatoes.

Farm Description

Phoebe and Taylor Dirt have been growing diversified vegetables on 3.5 acres of rented land in central Vermont since 2016. They are preparing to purchase a farm in the same region to move and expand their current farm operation. The new farm will provide opportunity for important business growth while allowing them to maintain their existing markets and core customer base in the area.

The new farm is 150 acres, formerly managed for dairy. It is comprised of 50 acres of forested land, 60 acres of marginal pasture, and 40 tillable acres – 20 acres of which are considered prime agricultural soils. The tillable soils are a mix of statewide Vershire Dummerston and Cabot Silt Loam. The property also boasts a farmhouse in moderate condition, a 2,000 square foot dairy barn originally built in the 1800’s and expanded and renovated in the 1970s, an equipment shed, and a high tunnel in moderate condition. During the 2019 season, Phoebe and Taylor will install a new greenhouse and retrofit part of the dairy barn with wash-pack infrastructure.

Organic diversified vegetables have been the foundation of their farm business. In the 2018 season, Phoebe and Taylor also started managing a flock of 100 layers and raising a few heritage hogs primarily for family, friends and personal consumption.

The farm is structured as a LLC with Phoebe and Taylor as equal owners. Phoebe is a full-time farmer and manages the day-to-day operations on the farm. Taylor works part-time in town and manages the bookkeeping and marketing. For the last two growing seasons, an apprentice has joined the farm team from May through the end of October.

Products and Operations

Down in the Dirt Farm produces diversified vegetables, eggs, and heritage pork. They are certified organic and plan to continue farming organically on their new farm.
Beyond the standard suite of vegetables, Down in the Dirt grows a niche mix of specialty greens, varieties of hot and sweet peppers, and tomatoes uncommon in Vermont. Phoebe and Taylor grow quality produce and have been steadily expanding their markets the last three years. Substantial personal investment has been made to build a loyal customer base and a recognizable name in the local market. The largest market streams for their vegetables are a 40-member CSA (expanding to 50+ members in the 2019 season) and the local farmers market. In the 2018 season they also sold vegetables through three small wholesale accounts (a local inn and two restaurants). Phoebe and Taylor have talked with their current wholesale accounts about expanding sales into 2019. They are actively looking to make new wholesale market connections.

Layers are managed on pasture with a mobile coop system. In 2018, eggs were primarily sold through the farmers market, with a small amount sold through their CSA and wholesale accounts. They plan to push more eggs through their CSA in 2019, and have secured two additional wholesale outlets. An extensive enterprise analysis has been completed showing the potential for profitable growth as they increase flock size and invest in an additional mobile coop.

In 2018, Phoebe and Taylor began raising heritage pork. Ten feeder piglets were bought in March, raised through the season, and processed through a slaughter and pack facility in November. Whole and half shares were sold over winter in 2018, with the remaining inventory now positioned for sale in 2019. To date, this has been a net-negative enterprise and Phoebe and Taylor do not plan to raise pigs in 2019.

**Market Analysis**

**Market Demand & Trends: CSA Expansion**

The interest in CSAs by producers and consumers continues to grow with the demand for fresh and local food. CSAs are often used in concert with their other marketing channels such as farmers markets or on-farm retail markets.

**Growth Potential**

Different market demands of uniform quality, delivery schedules and packaging standards associated with different markets can be a challenge. Phoebe and Taylor’s strategy is to limit one or more specialty cash crops for niche markets (specialty greens for wholesale and hot peppers and tomatoes for value-added) while growing a range of other crops for CSA members on a larger scale. Phoebe and Taylor considered several factors when deciding whether a CSA was a good marketing channel option for them. Their production experience, market potential and marketing skills all align with the goal to expand their already established CSA membership.

*Production Experience*

Down in the Dirt customers expect a consistent quality, variety and quantity of product throughout the season, and failure to deliver could create a barrier for repeat business. With three seasons of crop planning, production timing and experience with season extension, Phoebe and Taylor have the skills and resources to continue meeting the production demand of growing their membership base. They project a 25% member increase in 2019 and 10% annual growth in Years 2-5.

*Market Potential*

Down in the Dirt has an existing loyal customer base built from three years of consistent growth of CSA farm subscriptions. Transitioning to the new farm property could lose some customers to logistical hardship, miscommunication or the unknown. Phoebe and Taylor have a goal to retain 75% membership
through the transition. They have dedicated time and resources to providing updates about what is happening with the farm and the new location. They will maintain such communication consistently throughout the upcoming CSA season to lessen any confusion and appease concern.

To answer the questions of need in the marketplace for another CSA or whether new customers can be identified and reached, Phoebe and Taylor conducted surveys at the winter farmers market and local food co-op. The new farm property is within ten miles of the land Phoebe and Taylor leased in 2018, so already Down in the Dirt Farm has established a presence in the marketplace with proximity and name recognition. They are confident they can sign on 24 more full shares for 2019.

Marketing Skills
Phoebe and Taylor are willing to provide information about their farm and production methods with customers keenly interested in where and how their food is grown. They have the aptitude and desire to create content for electronic newsletters and email updates, maintain the website and social networking accounts, and design printed flyers and brochures. They are personable, enjoy talking to customers and can provide excellent customer service.

Competition & Pricing
Down in the Dirt’s highest grossing market revenue is the CSA (48% of projected sales in 2019).

Phoebe and Taylor assessed the characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of their direct CSA competitors. They identified that Down in the Dirt will be the only organic produce CSA subscription offered in the 10-mile radius of their new farm. Their CSA is also the longest running subscription offered in the area with a 22-week season. CSA competitor pricing ranges from $30/week to $38/week.

Phoebe and Taylor determined full and half share prices that cover the costs of production and provide for a positive net return. They considered the prices of other comparable CSAs in their area, and determined what members are willing to pay based on their last three CSA seasons. They calculated the actual cost of inputs and hired labor to estimate the minimum price to charge per share. Calculated costs include overhead expenses – land, equipment, buildings and other assets that are used in the process of growing for the CSA market.

Down in the Dirt CSA Pricing Breakdown:
Operating cost of CSA market: $36,222
# of full shares in 2019 season: 54
Operating cost per full share: $670
Price of full share: $725
Profit margin: 7.5% ($55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Pros/Cons</th>
<th>Full Share Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Down in the Dirt</td>
<td>22-week subscription</td>
<td>$725 ($33 value/week)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over the Rainbow</td>
<td>18-week subscription</td>
<td>$575 ($32 value/week)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Distribution
Share distribution will occur weekly at the farm, farmers’ market or at one of two centralized drop-off locations. Members will be required to be at the location within the designated times for share pickup. A description of the amount and frequency of share delivery and instructions for when and where the CSA member will pick up or receive his or her share will be detailed in the member agreement signed at time of annual payment.

The farm truck will be used to distribute midweek shares to designated locations in town. Delivery routes to the two centralized drop-off sites will be efficient and will be managed by either Phoebe or Taylor. The other will manage the on-site farm stand pick-up. Weekend farmers’ market pick-up will be managed by who is staffing the market that day.

### Promotion
Promotional efforts will target new customers interested in establishing a relationship with the farmer who is growing their food. Proximity is a critical factor for marketing a CSA in a rural community, and although there is less in-season time required to market their CSA to new members, it does require intensive marketing time out-of-season. Phoebe and Taylor have already established local key partnerships from the previous three growing seasons who can continue to help promote, such as local cafes and restaurants, the food co-op, and area businesses that support local farms and economies. Strategies of posting printed flyers and brochures to local community boards, maintaining an online presence through the Down in the Dirt website and social media accounts, attending local events and fairs, and word-of-mouth will all be employed to attract new members.

Phoebe and Taylor find value in building relationships and loyalty with their members not only to maintain high retention rates, but also as an opportunity to build community connection. They wish to establish these relationships through personal or face-to-face customer channels. In season, Phoebe and Taylor will continue to leverage marketing time by having customers pick up shares at the farmers market and farm stand where they will already be marketing additional products. They will host member appreciation events to help build a committed membership and direct connection to the farm. Already, the farm has core members who renew their CSA shares every year, can be called on to help, and are in a good position to tell other potential members about their positive experience.

In addition to acquiring new customers and retaining membership, a third driver of building customer relationships is to boost sales. Phoebe and Taylor are expanding the farm’s layer operation to offer an egg share add-on. This option creates an opportunity to add variety to the base produce share and to sell the eggs above wholesale price. The plan to develop a permanent CSA pick-up/farm stand venue will also offer opportunity for additional sales of a variety of products — not to mention market promotion crossover.
Management

Collectively, Phoebe and Taylor have many years of experience in farm business management and diversified, organic vegetable production.

Phoebe has been farming for 6 years, having worked as a farm manager on a small, diversified farm in Massachusetts before moving to Vermont and starting Down in the Dirt Farm. Phoebe has extensive experience with crop planning, field and greenhouse production, tractor and farm equipment operation, cultivation, harvest, and processing. With this experience, Phoebe manages all day-to-day tasks on the farm. Phoebe also manages farmers market sales.

Taylor works off-farm part-time as a produce buyer with the local co-op in town. Taylor manages farm bookkeeping and has taken the lead on customer communications, wholesale account management, and CSA management. Having grown up on a farm in Vermont, Taylor is also a seasoned farmer who contributes to all aspects of farm operation. Through the co-op, Taylor has also made important connections with numerous local producers and farm businesses in the area.

The last two seasons, Down in the Dirt Farm has hired a seasonal apprentice from May through October. In the 2019 season, they plan to hire another seasonal apprentice. Phoebe and Taylor will collectively manage any additional employees or apprentices they hire as the farm business grows. Taylor will continue working part-time off the farm to maintain a steady cash flow to the household and retain healthcare benefits. The long term goal is to grow the business to the point that they can both work full-time on-farm.

“SWOT” Analysis

Strengths

● 9+ collective years experience growing high-quality, organic vegetables
● Skilled at networking and making personal connections
● Prime location near population centers
● Security with off-farm income and benefits

Weaknesses

● Phoebe and Taylor are both reaching capacity with current workloads
● Need to better evaluate farm enterprises to highlight profit centers
● Relatively new to layer operation management

Opportunities

● Expanded land-base will allow for increased production and better land management
● Niche crops and value-added potential
● Exploring new wholesale markets
● Diversification with eggs

Threats

● Impending debt-load with new farm purchase
● Ability to manage diverse array of farm enterprises
Financial Summary

Down in the Dirt Farm grossed $66,370 in sales from the 2018 season - $28,675 through their CSA offering whole and half shares, $25,800 through farmers market sales, $8,645 through wholesale, and $3,250 from on-farm pork share sales.

The agreed-upon sale price for the new farm is $315,000. Phoebe and Taylor propose to put down 5% from savings, and are pursuing 45/50 financing through FSA and Yankee Farm Credit.

An operating loan (5-year term) of $9,825 is being secured through FSA to cover necessary equipment and infrastructure moving onto the new farm. Phoebe and Taylor will pay this monthly with a minimal interest payment.

Total annual debt service (including interest) for their 2019 capital budget is: $21,938.

Based on changes proposed in Business Ideas and Strategies, Phoebe and Taylor will see a gross sales increase of 24% (+$16,080) in 2019 and a steady 14% increase (+$11,450) in 2020. The 2019 transition year positions Phoebe and Taylor with a net retained cash earnings decrease of 1.4% due to 28% of farm expenses covering debt. Based on the 2019 cash flow projection, Phoebe and Taylor will have cash on hand each month to service loan payments, cover operating costs, provide for their household, and contribute to their personal savings due to careful planning, off-farm income and capital contributions.

Proposed Business Ideas and Strategies

Short Term

Purchase the farm
Taylor and Phoebe will work with the Vermont Farm and Forest Viability Program to model financial projections and finalize mortgage and operating loan packages. They have begun the application process and are working with the Vermont Land Trust to understand the conservation easements on the farm. They are also working to secure an operating loan to cover infrastructural improvements, equipment and livestock purchases outlined in the capital budget.

Transition farm operations
The process of transitioning the farm operations will require a number of steps including the following:

- Work with a technical assistance provider to develop a soil amendment plan and budget. Begin field renovations as soon as they have access to the land base.
- Purchase and erect a 30x70 high-tunnel for increased season extension.
- Develop a pasture system for layers and increase the flock size to 200 birds.
- Beginning targeted marketing effort to grow CSA membership.
- Move existing wash-pack infrastructure from leased land for use during the 2019 season.
- Develop temporary CSA pick-up and farmstand area.
Engage NRCS to determine program eligibility. Potentially access high tunnel program.
Target specific areas of production that will need improvements either through technical assistance or the purchase of new equipment.
Develop a short-term plan for the utilization of the land they will not be using for farm operations including renting hay land to another local farmer and working with a forester on a forestry management plan.

Develop new and existing markets
The transition to the new farm will require increased efforts around marketing and sales. Taylor and Phoebe will conduct a comprehensive marketing analysis and develop a marketing plan. This will include retail sales strategies, new wholesale markets, and developing an online presence including website and social media plan.

Improve business management skills
Taylor and Phoebe will work to improve their business management skills. They will work with a technical assistance provider to get their bookkeeping transferred into QuickBooks as Taylor will manage bookkeeping and payroll through the software. They will attend workshops to improve production, marketing and recordkeeping.

Intermediate
Expand and stabilize farm operations
In years 2-5 Taylor and Phoebe will expand farm operations to meet the demands of their marketing efforts. This will include potentially adding more high tunnels, increased mechanization, and continuing to improve soil quality. The expansion of vegetable and layer operations will be based on enterprise analyses.

Improve farm infrastructure
After a year using a temporary pack shed and CSA pick-up, Taylor and Phoebe will evaluate all existing infrastructure and develop a long-term capital improvement budget. They plan to build a permanent wash-pack facility with adequate storage. This facility will focus on efficiency and meeting food safety regulations. They also plan to develop a permanent CSA pick-up/farm stand venue.

Explore value-added production
Taylor and Phoebe will explore the potential of developing value-added products. Initially, they will upgrade and certify the farmhouse kitchen to produce small trial batches. Based on demand for these products they will proceed with exploring potential options for production of the products on a larger scale. They will also do careful financial analysis to determine the potential profitability of these products.

Long Term
Scale to the level that they can both work full time on-farm
Taylor and Phoebe will work to grow the farm to an appropriate scale to meet their income requirements. They plan to grow to a level that they can generate enough income that they can both work full-time on-farm, with minimal additional hired labor. They will do this through financial analysis and assessment, production and market streamlining, and limiting debt.

Implementation Plan

Year 1 (seasonally)
  ● Purchase the farm. Working on 5/45/50 financing through FSA and Yankee Farm Credit
• Secure operating loan for farm start-up expenses (wash-pack upgrades, mobile chicken coop, greenhouse, and cultivating tractor)
• Work with UVM Extension to conduct a thorough soil assessment and develop a fertility management plan
• Hire additional seasonal apprentice
• Establish pasture infrastructure for 200-layer flock
• Tend to all current wholesale relationships, maintaining trust and respect
• Build egg share into CSA option
• Create outreach strategy to new wholesale clients (create farm marketing materials, increase social media presence, visit restaurants and markets with crop samples during the season, etc.)

Year 2
• Work with NRCS to build new hoop house(s) for greens, peppers, tomatoes
• Evaluate profit centers across farm enterprises, continue work with Farm Viability program
• Grow layer operation and scale vegetable enterprises commensurate with new market potential

Year 3-5
• Continue investing in soil fertility and executing three-field rotation system with fallow periods and cover cropping
• Electrify farmstand to add cold and freezer storage with potential to offer local meat and cheese products from other farms
• Develop plans and secure financing to add second walk-in cooler in dairy barn
• Research market potential for possible overwinter enterprises:
  ○ Fall/Winter CSA share - implement storage crops in planting schedule
  ○ Winter greens in high tunnels - determine high tunnel capacity for snow load and ice
  ○ Microgreens and specialty greenhouse products - conduct feasibility analysis for winter heating requirements
  ○ Realize the winter rest for farmers is more beneficial than the added income - budget for the time off
• Strengthen existing relationships with CSA membership, restaurants and other wholesale buyers while outreaching to new farm clients. Happy returning customers is key. Offer appreciation events on farm
• Track labor efficiencies and implement work systems (from planting to harvest to selling product) for all employees
• Apply for USDA Value-added Producer Planning Grant/Working Capital Grant
• Work with copack/value-added producer to test hot sauce recipes and develop production schedule
• Continue evaluating profit centers and profit losses in crops and markets

Appendices
• Enterprise Budgets
• Income Projections
• Cash Flow Analyses
• Current Balance Sheet